INTRALOGISTICS
SOLUTIONS

COMPLETE INTRALOGISTICS SOLUTIONS

Alstef Group designs, integrates and maintains turnkey and tailor-made intralogistics systems,
perfectly suited to your needs.
For decades, Alstef Group has been designing, manufacturing and installing internal
logistics flow management solutions for distribution centers and production sites.
Our mission is to meet all of our customers’ flow and storage needs, by developing a
system that will provide a complete logistics solution made of technologies adapted to
specific customer requirements and responding to their objectives and changes in their
activity.

ANALYZE

DESIGN

EXECUTE

Analysis of customer
needs, processes, data
and performance
criteria.

Tailor-made
solutions to optimize
performance.

Implementation and
start-up assistance.

ONGOING SUPPORT
Guarantee your flows
over time and support
for your evolution.

OUR KNOW-HOW

We utilize our turnkey project know-how to offer a wide range of solutions.

SYSTEM EXPERTISE

Our extensive experience and knowledge of
industrial processes are the core of our pre-sales
and project management activities: advice, design,
simulations, and logistics analysis.

PRODUCTION, RECEIVING AND
SHIPPING FLOWS

AGV, conveyors, shuttles: optimize and control your
internal logistics with the automated management
of your flows.

MOBILE ROBOTICS | AGVS

Alstef Group designs and manufactures a wide
range of AGV/AMR that optimize your logistic
performances by moving and storing loads safely
in your factories and warehouses.

SOFTWARE SUITE

Our software suite, OPAL, optimizes the control of
your warehouse by managing all logistics flows,
AGV fleets, automated storage and order picking,
while adapting to your business requirements.

AUTOMATED STORAGE

For 60 years, Alstef Group has been offering turnkey automated storage systems based on stacker
cranes, AGVs and shuttles, perfectly adapted to our
customers’ specificities.

ORDER PICKING

Alstef Group offers comprehensive solutions for
layer or package order picking, with Goods-toPerson or robotic systems.
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